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qpro implements a generalisation of the decision procedure by Davis, Putnam,
Loveland and Logeman (DPLL for short). DPLL is generalized in such a way
that it is applicable to QBFs in NNF, i.e., such that DPLL can be directly
applied to a QBF without an additional transformation into PCNF. Figure 1
shows a simplified version of the program code of our decision procedure.

BOOLEAN split(QBF in NNF φ) {
/* In: QBF φ in negation normal form */
/* Out: υ(φ) (i.e., the truth value of φ) */

switch (simplify (φ)) {

case >: return T;
case ⊥: return F;

case (φ1 ∨ φ2): return (split(φ1) ‖ split(φ2));
case (φ1 ∧ φ2): return (split(φ1) && split(φ2));

case (∃xψ): return (split(ψ[x/>]) ‖ split(ψ[x/⊥]));
case (∀xψ): return (split(ψ[x/>]) && split(ψ[x/⊥]));

}

}

Figure 1: The basic algorithm of qpro.

DPLL is a direct implementation of the QBFs’ semantics. The formula is
split into subproblems whose return values are treated according to the top most
connective, the variables are replaced by truth constants, and simplifications are
applied until a truth value is obtained. The basic decision procedure is thus a
simple search-based backtracking algorithm which works in polynomial space
with respect to the size of the input formula.
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The function simplify(φ) returns a formula resulting from φ by the applica-
tion of certain equivalence preserving transformations like the elimination of the
truth constants and superfluous quantifiers and minimizing the scope of quanti-
fiers (miniscoping). To obtain a reasonably efficient procedure, the integration
of the unit propagation rules and of pure literal elimination is indispensable.
Finally, qpro implements dependency-directed backtracking by relevance sets.
A detailed description of qpro is given in [1].
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